 Ridiculous stories about burglars and a few bungled robberies.  
1. Carl Gugasian robbed more than 50 banks in the United States. He was known as the “Friday Night Bank Robber” and has been labeled the most prolific bank robber in American history. He was a phd student and a black belt.  
Exchange is not robbery: more stories of an African bar. 2021-1-20  
Akpeteshie is the national spirit of Ghana, produced by distilling palm wine or sugar is the most popular alcoholic drink in Ghana, and goes by many names including apio, ogoglo, ogogoro (Ogog), VC10, Kill Me Quick, Efie Nipa, Kele, Kumpreko, Anteveroase, Apiaititi, Home Boy, Nana Drobo, One Touch among others.  
Hawa's voice as the embodiment of Africa's contemporary condition is reminiscent of Ousmane Sembene's character Penda, a prostitute in God's Bits of Wood. This book is also one of the more challenging, provocative and very successful attempts to reinvent a new ethnographic and anthropological language, which reconciles the aesthetic and poetic [style] of a narrative and the search for intelligible [interpretative discussion as a] proper characteristic of social sciences. A great tour de force.”  
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